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ABOUT THE BOOK
Maud Drennan – underpaid carer and unintentional psychic – is the latest in a long line of
dogsbodies for the ancient, belligerent Cathal Flood. She is also Flood’s last resort – the care
home is beckoning and he must accept Maud’s help if he’s to remain living independently in
his filthy, once-grand mansion. Despite her best efforts, Maud is drawn into the mysteries
concealed in the Flood family residence. She realises that something is changing: Cathal,
and the junk-filled rooms, are opening up to her.
With only her agoraphobic landlady and a troop of sarcastic ghostly saints to help, Maud
must uncover what lies beneath Cathal’s decades-old hostility, and the strange activities of
the house itself. And if someone has hidden a secret there, how far will they go to ensure it
remains buried?

The Hoarder is packed with eccentricities, greedy heirs, unresolved disappearances and a
whole lot of heart. It’s a mystery tale that examines the space between sin and sainthood,
reminding us that the most important forgiveness we can offer is to ourselves.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Jess has taught creative writing and has a PhD in Creative Writing Studies. She has also
worked as a support worker specialising in acquired brain injury. Brought up in London
as part of a large family from Mayo, Jess plans to settle somewhere along the west coast of
Ireland one day. Until then, she lives in London with her daughter.
Jess’ debut novel Himself, was published by Canongate in 2016 to critical acclaim and she
has also won the Costa Short Story prize. Jess is now working on her third novel, writing a
children’s story and developing original TV projects with leading UK and international TV
producers.
PRAISE FOR THE HOARDER
‘The Hoarder knots together a number of genres, but with
Bridlemere at its centre – part Bluebeard’s castle, part flytipped Manderley – its roots lie in the gothic tradition.’
Andrew Michael-Hurley
‘Eerie, engrossing...the tension between concealing and
revealing utterly grips.’ Anita Sethi
‘‘brilliant…this comic and disturbing novel is driven by
secrets that are only too real, and pervaded by the stench of
ancient guilt.’ Times
‘Quite simply, a blinking joy to read.’ Emerald Street
‘A twisting, fully original slice of literary horror, and one
not to be missed.’ Financial Times
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JESS KIDD’S INSPIRATION FOR THE HOARDER
Like many writers I’ve had a number of jobs and tried a lot of different things, usually to fit
in with writing. I gravitate towards roles with a care, community or social element to them.
This is because I love working with people, hearing their stories and finding out about
their lives. As a support worker I was privileged to work with some amazing clients and coworkers. This work can be surprising, challenging and, on a good day, rewarding. Everyone’s
reasons for getting into support work are different but the drive is often the same: to make a
difference to someone’s daily life.
Maud Drennan, the protagonist in The Hoarder, has this drive to make a difference, big
or small. In part it’s what keeps her at Mr Flood’s house when the ancient curmudgeon
gets angry, threatening, or just plain desperate. Maud is a person who will be there when
everything falls apart. Utterly invested in what happens to the people she cares for – whether
she likes it or not. I had long wanted to write about the relationship between a caregiver and
a supported individual: the frustrations and the struggles, the joys and the triumphs and the
bond of trust that can develop. Maud and Cathal are the result.
That Cathal Flood should be a hoarder was a given from the start. As someone who has
difficulty holding onto possessions (once I left my possessions behind, another time my
possessions left me) I am in awe of the hoarder, the collector and the clutterer. Things
panic me. Ideally I’d like everything I own to fit in the boot of my car. If the balance between
‘hardly any stuff’ and ‘too much stuff’ is tipped then I’m off to the charity shop with boxfuls.
Talking to self-confessed hoarders was enlightening. Writing the novel in the wake of my
own father’s death I began to see the connection between grief and loss and the inability to
throw anything away. Everyone hoards differently and for any number of different reasons.
Cathal’s hoard offers protection and distance from the world, a cocoon as much as a prison.
Throughout the novel, as Maud digs deeper, this hoard becomes so much more than an epic
collection of junk.
DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
1. How does Maud’s personal history inform the way she acts and the decisions she makes in
The Hoarder?
2. The relationship between Maud and Cathal is central to the book. Why is this? Does this
rocky, sometimes challenging, relationship alter the characters in any way?
3. M
 aud is often described sifting through the rubbish and going about her work as a carer.
Is this important to our understanding of her?
4. B
 ridlemere was imagined as a character in its own right by the writer, do you think that
this is the case? What does this say about the places we inhabit?
5. Cathal Flood’s house may be haunted; at the very least objects seem to have lives of their
own. How do these supernatural elements influence Maud’s investigation into the Flood
family’s past?
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
6. What does Cathal Flood’s hoard represent in the novel?
7. T
 he Hoarder features missing girls. Do their stories share common ground? What is the
bigger picture surrounding their disappearances?
8. Two of the characters, Mr Flood and Renata, don’t or can’t leave their homes. What effect
does this have on the structure of the novel? Why do you think this is important to the
story?
9. T
 he Hoarder features a medium, Doreen Gouge, who may or may not be a fake. What
does it mean to communicate with people who have gone before? What does our ongoing
fascination with mediums and the spirit world say about our relationship with the dead?
10. Maud sees saints. How do these link her past life with her present and why won’t they
leave her alone?
11. T
 he Hoarder is a book about keeping secrets as much as it is about unearthing them.
Mary Flood keeps a secret and Maud decides to disclose someone’s secret. What are
the consequences of deciding to tell or not to tell? How do these decisions alter these
character’s lives and the lives of their families?

